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Perfect running weather this year at the 40th annual Turkey Trot in Clearwater. A total of 13,607 runners
finished one of the 4 different races, among them the Eberhard family (husband and wife) who had done
all 40 years, which is fantastic! 6675 runners finished the 5k The 10k had 1503 runners, 2791 people
finished the 4k (new this year) and 2638 runners conquered the 1-mile.
The Clearwater Challenge set a new record with 248 participants
Anyway, Noah Perkins (20) from Seffner won the 5k 'Wingding' in 15:05 and 22-year old Lauren Csubak
from Parrish was the first 5k female in 18:09
In the 10k 'Turkey Trot' 34 year old Tim Moore won the race in 31:55. He took the lead at the end of the
first mile and kept going at a nice 5:08 pace - First 10k female was Haley Germack (30) from Pittsburg in
a swift 38:15. more pictures and results on page 10, 11 & 12
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Contacts

Annual WFYR Club Events
Summer Sandkey Series summer 2019

Officers:
President Skip Rogers skip@wfyrc.com
Vice President

Tampa Bay Times Turkey Trot Thanksgiving, Nov.26 2019

Vacant

Secretary Dennis Chaplin dchapli1@verizon.net

Discover Caladesi Island (10M/5K)

Febr 9 2019

Treasurer Mary Pulaski maryp@verizon.net
Membership Chair Ric Dorrie

Ricdoor@hotmail.com

Other: scholarship awards, celebrations, Race results and
additional information available on the website.

Board Members
Duncan Cameron

duncanrunsfast@verizon.net

Board Meetings are held the first Tuesday of the
Mary Grace Ritter

Kansasbound1@gmail.com

Web Master & Making Tracks
Editor : Albert Wieringa coach@wfyrc.com

Advertise in Making Tracks!
(one-time) Options include:
Business Card $ 20.00
1/4 Page $ 50.00
1/2 Page $ 75.00
Full Page $ 100.00
Spread $ 175.00
All Year (4-issues) possible
Contact Editor for details

month, 6PM, at Varsity Club 24091 US 19 N. Clearwater
Members welcome—no commitment necessary.
Please let Skip know if you are interested in attending
so that he can save you a seat

MEMBERS GROUP RUNS
TUESDAY Mornings: Track workout, 4:50 AM
Clearwater HS- stadium. West entrance
(Arcturas) Track-coach: Albert Wieringa,
727-754 0439
coach@wfyrc.com
SATURDAY Mornings:


Long run (8, 12, 13 typically) around the
beach and bridges. The “loop” starts at
Clearwater City Hall at 6:00 AM. Contact:
Kathleen Roach, kathleenxyz@hotmail.com
727-421 7323

SUNDAY Mornings: Long run (13 miles&up)
Clearwater City Hall at 6:00 AM (same as
Saturday)

College Scholarships Available for Pinellas County HS Seniors

Seniors, contact your Cross Country or Track Coach for new 2019 requirements.
You may also contact WFYRC Scholarship Chair Mary Pulaski at maryp@verizon.net
In the past few years there have been some issues with students not being notified in time by their coach or realizing too late about the WFYRC Scholarship opportunity. Our current policy is to notify both cross country and
track coaches about the process and deadlines. Coaches then notify the seniors and provide a recommendation letter that accompanies the student’s letter as to why they deserve the scholarship.
Unfortunately there are some coaches who do not know about this and therefore do not notify their students about
this fantastic opportunity to apply in time for our 2000-dollar scholarship.
Our mission is to make sure scholarships are given to the most eligible (running related) seniors in Pinellas county
and that’s why we changed the rules so students do not miss the boat.
The changes are:
1. Student will apply for the scholarship.
2. Student must be a member of the WFYRC club.
3. Student will ask coach for recommendation letter.
Membership forms can be found at: http://www.wfyrc.com/membership.html

Turmeric / Curcumin the (safe) alternative for Ibuprofen
Athletes commonly use anti-inflammatories to limit inflammation and pain from muscle injury, arthritic joints,
or DOMS (delayed onset muscle soreness) as a result from heavy, intensified training.
Curcumin is a promising supplement for athletes looking for an alternative to nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories
(NSAIDS) such as Ibuprofen.
Curcumin could also be used to lessen muscle soreness and speed recovery following training, thus improving
and speeding athletic gains from training.
Numerous studies are positive related to the use of curcumins as a therapy for cancer, rheumatoid arthritis, and
osteoarthritis. Animal and human trials have confirmed the anti-inflammatory and antioxidant effects of curcumins.
Curcumin is a constituent of Curcuma longa, a.k.a. Turmeric. Turmeric is cultivated in India and other parts of
Southeast Asia where it is a common spice used in Indian dishes such as curry. Turmeric is what gives these
dishes their strong yellow color. Curcumin polyphenols are the active constituents in turmeric.
Daily doses of curcumin range from 500 mg to 3 gram and can be divided into 2 times daily. More research has
to be done to determine the most effective strategy. Currently it’s recommended that daily intake not exceeds 3
grams (1 tsb) per day.

Bananas to the Rescue
A recently published study suggests that carbohydrates in bananas work as well as sports drinks in fueling athletes.
As reported by Appalachian Today, the study also found that bananas inhibit COX-2 mRNA expression.
“Consuming bananas with water during exercise has several advantages for athletes and fitness enthusiasts,” David Nieman, DrPH, Director of the Appalachian State University Human Performance Laboratory on the North Carolina Research
Campus and Professor of Health and Exercise Science in the Beaver College of Health Sciences and author of the study,
said. “Above those linked to regular sports drinks, including a stronger anti-inflammatory effect, better nutrition and improved metabolic recovery. Within an exercise context, banana metabolites that increase in the blood following ingestion
have a similar effect to aspirin or ibuprofen that inhibits COX-2 activity. This makes bananas close to the perfect athletic
food.”
In the study, 20 male and female cyclists completed four 75 kilometer time trials after fasting overnight. The participants
ingested Cavendish and mini yellow bananas, as well as a six percent sugar beverage and water. There was a two-week
period between the cycling trials.
The results showed that ingesting carbohydrates, regardless of source, helped endurance performance and contributing to
lower markers of post-exercise inflammation. The results also showed that banana-derived metabolites coincided with a
reduction in COX-2 mRNA expression. Typically, this reduction is related to less inflammation, swelling, and perceived pain.
“Ibuprofen is the number one drug taken by athletes to combat inflammation,” Nieman said. “Research shows that it can
cause intestinal cell damage and, in some studies, was found to increase inflammation in athletes. Now, athletes know
there is a natural alternative—bananas and water.”

Betty Lambert- Blue 570 Consecutive Running Days and Counting
By Tom Murtaugh

Today I had a chance to sit down with Betty Lambert-Blue to talk about her running, family and her work at Susan Cheek
Needler Breast Center as a sonographer. Betty is a RDMS- Registered Diagnostic Medical Sonographer. She’s a faithful
participant at Coach Albert’s workout on Tuesday mornings promptly at 5 AM at Clearwater H.S. Betty is among the
many runners who brave the cold and the heat every Tuesday so as to improve running times. She enjoys the support of
fellow runners who travel from some distance to be there.
Inspiration
She says that she is inspired by the other athletes. Her good friend
Kathleen Crowley, told her about the group and how it involves people
of various levels, all trying their very best. Betty: “I come to track every
Tuesday morning. I live two miles from the high school. It takes me 7
minutes to drive here, so I have no excuse not to show up. There are
people who drive very far to come to track. I admire their dedication,
so I never miss a Tuesday.”
Running streak
Betty is 48 years young. Started running when she was 34 at the advice
of a personal trainer who told her to find a cardiovascular exercise to
supplement her weight training. Et voilà! She has been running for 570
consecutive days with at least three miles a day joining a select group
including our own Duncan Cameron who ran for 11 years and change
without missing a day.
Husband
She has been married to her husband Michael for 21 years. They live in
Clearwater and have a cat named Charlotte. Betty says Michael is her
number one supporter and the best husband and sherpa anyone could
have. “Michael has driven me to races, carried my extra clothes,
cheered me through the finish line and met me with my recovery drink
more times than I can count. He also runs with me at 5am if I can’t find
running partners because he doesn’t think it’s safe for me to run alone in
the dark.” Betty also works out at Orange Theory Fitness in Clearwater
2 or 3 times a week. She grew up in Laurel, Mississippi “The Magnolia
State”. Betty played basketball and tennis in her high school years, but
was more of a book nerd by her own account.
Breast Cancer Center
She says that she loves her work and that the breast cancer center has
two excellent programs for patients who do not have health coverage.
Bay Care offers The Mammography Voucher Program and The Breast
and Cervical Cancer Program in which patients are treated for free if
they meet certain financial need requirements.
Marathon time improved with 22 minutes
Betty was impressed by Dean Karnazes’ book “Ultramarathon Man” and she gains inspiration and grit from his writings.
She ran a marathon in November 2017 in Savannah, GA and improved her best time by 22 minutes, particularly due to
her weekly track sessions. On top of that she won her age group last August in ” The Sea Dog 10K”. She says that she
needs 7 hours of sleep to have energy for running, family and work.
Nutrition
She says “My nutrition is plant based. I never use the word “Vegan” because people roll their eyes and think I’m one of
those crazy people. I think the best nutrition anyone can get comes from fruits and vegetables. Whole foods, nothing
processed, limited sugar and occasional or no alcohol. Of course, I am only human, and can never be 100% perfect all the
time, but I always strive for plant based.”

Betty Lambert-Blue (continued)
Long runs with friends
Regarding her training and stretching, Betty always does her long runs on Saturdays around the loop, at Safety Harbor, or
Dunedin with her girlfriends. It is training, sharing with good friends, enjoying the terrific course including beautiful homes,
scenic beaches and golf courses which make the run more enjoyable. The best part of every long run is talking with friends.
Betty uses a foam roller after every workout to relax her muscles which have become tighter after running, especially at long
runs. She uses “The Stick” (Intracell products), before every run to warm up her muscles. She views this as key to remaining injury free. As a result, she has had very few muscle injuries over her years while running good mileage. When training
for marathons, she averages 60-65 miles per week. Training between marathons, her average training for 5 and 10K’s is 3040 miles per week.
Excellent health
When I asked Betty what she was passionate about, immediately her response was her health, which wouldn’t surprise anyone if we reflect on the nature of her work. Betty has been in healthcare for 17 years and she is never far from the concept
that one’s health is fragile but we can do so much to help ourselves be well. She says “If there is one thing I know for sure:
Each and every one of us has to take charge of our own personal health.” She says, “Our healthcare system is excellent in
managing sickness and treating symptoms. Unfortunately, very little emphasis is placed on prevention. I believe each and
every one of us has to take charge of our health and wellbeing. I refuse to take a pill for anything that I can also control with
diet, exercise and lifestyle. Almost every person in my family has hypertension. Many doctors have told me that I would be
on blood pressure medication too, probably by my 40’s. I’m 48 and at my last physical my blood pressure was 96/58.
That’s my PR and that’s from running. So much of our health is in our own hands. We have so much more control over our
own health than we realize.” Betty says “A statistic that has stuck in my head is that over 40% of postmenopausal breast
cancers could be prevented by reducing excess body weight, reducing alcohol consumption and increasing activity. These
are all in our control. Everyone should make his/her health a top priority in life.”
Wants to go faster
Betty says that she would love to run faster and PR more often than she does and she doesn’t consider herself a fast runner
like most of the people who run track. She says “I think for me, as long as I can stay healthy and can stay off any medications, I have achieved my goal of wellbeing.” On most days her three mile runs are just for relaxation and health, not PR’s.
“Track is definitely my hardest workout. One day I might catch up with some of these speedsters. I have my eye on Jim
White. ”
Volunteering
Betty happily manages goals and
aspirations with acceptance of her
running times because she is
aware of the many benefits which
come from the mere joy of the
run, enjoying our wonderful
planet and engaging in strenuous
exercise. She is also a volunteer at
her church, Peace Memorial Presbyterian Church in Clearwater,
the pink church across from City
Hall. A landmark for those who
complete the loop, signaling that
the end is near. On Sunday,
Monday and Thursday evenings,
the church serves meals to the
homeless and she helps out utilizing her good health and energy to
give back to the community.
There is also a clothing store,
which is free to the homeless.
Betty will gladly take donations of
any old running shoes or clothes
no longer needed.

Tips to Sharpen A Racer’s Edge
by Terri Rejimbal, RRCA Coach

Cooler weather signals fall has finally arrived, and along with it a season filled with road races from 5Ks to marathons. Through the summer you trained consistently, gradually increased your mileage, and even hit your splits while running speed work in miserable heat.
I’m often asked: “Is there anything else I can do to better prepare myself besides running more miles?” and the answer is yes, there is! The following
tips can help send you on your way to a PR this season.
Be familiar with the course and elevation profile. Knowing the course, turns and terrain provides an opportunity to employ race tactics
and identify points where to push the pace.
Tip: If you’re racing in another city, attempt to drive the course, even a portion of it, the day
before so you know what to expect. If you’re running a local race, run the course during
your training.
Whether or not you’re running locally, run your pre-race warm-up on the final mile of the
course. Having visual landmarks helps to mentally prepare you and to gain confidence
heading to the finish. Often times, runners lose focus and their ambition to push/drive at the
end of a race. It’s been my experience that by warming up on the last mile, it’s helped me to
see just how close I am to crossing the finish line.
Tip: Line up properly at the start so you don’t spend time and energy weaving around
slower runners. If the start of your race is narrow or crowded, you may have to run an initial
surge to avoid “traffic” or a bottleneck. Remember to dial the pace back, so you don’t fatigue too early.
One strategy for running a faster race is to run the tangents, or the shortest distance possible by running straight from one curve to the
next. What about races that have hairpin turns?
Tip: Instinctively, runners slow down to maintain balance and to try to take the hairpin turn narrowly. To effectively navigate a sharp
turn, surge! Concentrate on foot placement and keep your inside arm close to your body while throwing your outside arm wide. Another
option is to aim for a point farther out while maintaining your current speed. You can practice both of these options by setting up a cone
or marker in your driveway.
Stealth running. You can catch a competitor or throw one off your tail by using the course
and terrain to your advantage.
Tip: If someone is hanging on your tail, next time you approach a bend on the course,
surge ahead until you have nearly completed that curve or section. By the time they respond, you will look much farther ahead which can discourage your opponent when they
are already tired from trying to stay with you. If they come back on you, surge again at
another point.
A well-timed surge can blunt a competitor’s strong kick or put
enough distance on them to render it meaningless. When you
surge midrace, only you know how long it will last. This uncertainty can unsettle those around you, and they
may let you go. This will allow you to build a gap before settling into a rhythm you can maintain for the rest
of the race. If you believe your opponents will follow you, wait until you’re close enough to the finish, so you
can carry your speed to the finish line. A sustained surge from ¾-mile to a ½-mile out can leave even the
speediest finishers with rubber legs.
Don’t zone out. Stay present and alert. Once your race begins, attempt to stay mentally in the current mile
and not think too far ahead. It’s easy to get overwhelmed thinking, “I still have 23 miles to go!”

Tip: “The zone” is a present state and you want to be in the zone as much as possible. One of the best ways to accomplish this is by focusing your attention inward. Think about what you are doing - pay attention to your breathing, form, rhythm, etc.
Tip: Set small goals throughout the race. It can be as simple as catching a runner ahead of you or running to a landmark in the distance.
Once you reach your goal, set another. Continue to do this until you finish. Reduce your anxiety by staying more in the moment than
focusing on the remaining distance. Keep wondering thoughts to a minimum.

Tips to Sharpen A Racer’s Edge, part 2
Tip: When you start to feel tired or begin to zone out, throw in a small surge. A trick I use to help pick up my cadence is to count from 1 to
100, then backwards if I still need more of a pick up.
Conquer the hills. Runners often try to charge/surge up a hill in attempts to overtake a competitor on the climb. Whether you’re trying to
pass a competitor or running to set a PR, this tactic can ruin your race by wasting too much energy and causing you to fatigue early.
As you ascend the hill, try to maintain the same effort/rhythm (not pace) by shortening your stride; keep your head up and chest out.
Think parallel to incline. Pick up rhythm as you near the top by increasing your arm swing. This helps to pull you over the top and gets you
ready to use gravity for the downhill.
Tip: When running downhill, let gravity and increased rhythm help you. Have a slight forward lean. Don’t lean backwards, thus landing
on your heels as it will cause you to brake. Lengthen your stride slightly but don’t over stride. If it’s too long, you’ll lose control and quads
will take a beating.
When planning to pass a competitor, save your speed for the last third of the climb and strategically make your move on the downhill. You
will get an oxygen boost and momentum as you crest over the top. Relax your legs as much as possible and zoom by them as if they are
standing still!
Challenge yourself - don’t settle for average – I just want to finish. I’m not competitive. I just do it for fun. If you’re going to invest time in
training and, at times, even sacrifice your social life, you owe it to yourself to see what you are capable of. Life is too short to do things
halfway or average.
Tip: During your next race, find runners who run your pace, or just a bit quicker, and focus on staying competitive with them. Another
option is to remain within eyeshot of a competitor that’s ahead and try to close the gap in the last quarter of race. A good trick is to look at
whoever is in front of you and think about racing the runner in front of them.

Race confident workouts for 5K, 10K, half-marathon and marathon during race week:
5K - Do this workout on Tuesday and no later than Wednesday of race week. Run 2-mile warm-up; 4 x 800 meters (1/2mi) at 5K race pace
with 400-meter (1/4mi) recovery jog between each rep. Cool-down 1-2 miles.
10K - Run the workout Tuesday or Wednesday. After a 2-mile warm-up, run 3 x 1-mile at 10K goal race
pace with 800-meter (1/2mi) recovery between reps. Cool-down 1-2 miles.
Half-marathon - Run Tuesday or Wednesday. After a 2-mile warm-up, run 3 x 1-mile at 10 seconds
faster than half-marathon goal pace with 800-meter (1/2mi) recovery jog. Cool-down 1-2 miles.
Marathon - Run the workout either Tuesday or Wednesday. Begin with a 2-mile warm-up then run 3-5
miles at your goal marathon pace. Cool-down for 1-mile.
Whether you aspire to win or place in your age group or to race just for the fun of it, I hope you will try
these tips in your next race. Don’t be afraid to challenge yourself. You might be pleasantly surprise with
the outcome.
I’ll leave you with one of my favorite quotes from Meb Keflezighi, who sums racing up perfectly: “Winning doesn’t always mean getting first
place; it means getting the best out of yourself.”

Terri Rejimbal is a competitive Masters athlete, a 3-time winner and 8-time Masters champion of the Gasparilla Distance Classic half-marathon; 6-time Disney Masters marathon winner, 6-time Florida USATF Athlete of the Year, and a New Balance product tester. Terri is a
RRCA certified running coach and can be contacted at tarejimbal@gmail.com, on Facebook/terri.rejimbal, Twitter @trejimbal, or Instagram @bayshorerunner.
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2018 Turkey Trot results WFYRC members
composed by Pamela Haney - Photo’s by Albert Wieringa

Complete results can be found at
https://app.raceresults360.com/#/race/KfmEIF/10k/results/

1005 S. Highland Ave.
Clearwater, FL 33756
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West Florida Y Runners
Club

Because “runners run” and every
runner has a story to tell

President’s message

by Skip Rogers

I hope everybody had a Merry Christmas.
Here is to a New Year of good health and lots of PR’s
As an old friend of my said “It gets harder to set new PR’s.”
Start the New Year fresh!
New PR goals!

skip

